FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

KmTech Installs ISP Technologies in Global Mission Church

KmTech, ISP Technologies' new Korean Audio Video Integrator, has installed ISP gear in the Guri Chapel of the Global Mission Church-Gapyung. The Global Mission Church is a large facility that includes the Sanctuary, Prayer Rooms, Seminar Rooms and a beautiful campus dedicated to help in one's spiritual journey. The Pilgrim House, which is the main building, contains the Guri Chapel where the ISP gear was utilized.

KmTech purchased the ISP Technologies' LT1XF 3 way cabinets with Beyma High Fidelity drivers, High Definition Monitors™ (HDM) 112 cabinets, the Vector FS™ full spectrum cabinets, and the High Definition Distributed System™ HDDS Ceiling speakers along with the HDDS BRC1 to power them. With all of the gear being manufactured in the United States based on over 30 patents in the audio realm, the confidence level in the system was high.

The Pastor confirmed this as he really likes the gear and enjoys the level of clarity achieved by gear that is built with mid-range and fidelity in mind. Understanding the Word of God is the most important element for systems in Houses of Worship. ISP Technologies has strived to make clarity in the vocal bands excellent, with all cabinets leaving their facility tuned ruler flat.

For more information on KmTech, visit www.kmtav.com and for more information on ISP Technologies, LLC visit www.isptechnologies.com.